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Monday 11th January 

LO: explore characters thoughts and feelings  

Context: Varjak’s family 

-identify characters in a story 

-select details which explain how characters feel about each other 

-write in role 

 

Last week, we explored the front cover of our new book and then you read Chapter 1 with Mrs 

Walker.   

 

1. Read chapter 1 if you missed it and then read chapter 2 (paper copies on website ‘English 

Wk1 story pages’) 

Or watch another teacher reading the first two chapters.  

Chapter 1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFF5m7gTV_w 

Chapter 2 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4X__wuZ7uSw 

 

Discuss or think about. 

a) Who are the characters in this story?  

b) What do we know about each of them? Come up with two ideas for each.  

Mother, Father, Julius, Jasmine, Varjak, Elder Paw, Countessa 

c) What are the characters’ different attitudes towards Varjak?  

 

2. Use the sheet on the next page or draw your own version adding thought bubbles saying 

what the different characters think about Varjak.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFF5m7gTV_w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4X__wuZ7uSw
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Tuesday 12th January 

LO: use speech punctuation correctly  

-tell the reader who is speaking 

-put inverted commas in the correct place 

-start a new line when the speaker changes 

-use capital letters to start each new speaker 

-use ? and ! correctly within speech marks  

-use commas correctly within speech marks 

 

1. Answer these questions.  
a) Who do you think likes Varjak the most and why?  
b) Who do you think likes Varjak the least and why? 
c) Would you like to be Varjak? Why or Why not? 

 
2. Today, we are going to write a conversation between two of the characters in the story who 

are discussing Varjak and show what they think by what they do or say.  
Here is a model to help you to create your own. 
 

It was late in the evening as Varjak’s mother and father lay down on their 

cat bed in the corner of the room.  

“I do wish Varjak would stop wanting to go outside. It’s so dirty out 

there,” muttered his mother. 

“Yes, Varjak must learn to behave like a proper Mesopotamian blue” added 

his father. 

“Who would want to have muddy paws?” remarked his mother with a 

shiver. 

“He has got to stop mentioning disgusting activities like hunting as well. I 

am going to have no more of this nonsense!” stated his father. 

The two cats curled up together as Varjak stood unseen in the dark 

doorway.  
 

Please check your writing has these things: 
-Does it make sense? 
-Does it have capital letters and full stops? 
-Does it have speech with inverted commas? 
  -Have you used extra punctuation as well , ! ? 
-Do you have different words instead of just using ‘said’? 
-Have you got a start and an end? 
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Wednesday 13th January 

LO: write a diary entry 

1. Think about these questions and write or talk about your answers. 
 

a) How does Varjak’s family’s attitude towards him make him feel isolated (alone) and different 
(not the same as the rest of them)? 

b) How does Elder Paw make him feel better?  
 

2. What is a diary? Can you remember? Read the diary entry below 

 
3. Which of the cats do you think wrote the diary entry? 
4. Look at the diary entry. Highlight the different adverbial sentence starters that have been 

used. 
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5. Add some more adverbial starters to this table. Try to add 2 to each box: 

 

Adverbial 

starters that 

tell you: 

 

When: At lunchtime, Three hours later, Before it got 

dark, 

 

 

Where: In the middle of the room,  At the back of the 

house 

 

 

How: With great courage, Full of confidence, 

Shivering with fear 

 

 

Why: Because I was fed up, Not wanting to be seen, 

 

 

How 

often: 

Every time I tried, Never before, As per usual 

 

 
 

6. Tomorrow, we are going to write a diary entry for the day as one of the cats. You can choose 
which cat you want to write as. Today, create a plan of what you are going to write. You can 
choose how you want to plan it. 
Remember to include these things on your plan: 

-write in the first person (use ‘I’ as you are being the character) 

-past tense for the main events as these have already happened 

-include an introduction to the day at the start 

-tell events in chronological order 

-include personal emotions and feelings 

-use a range of adverbials 

-include questions 
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Thursday 14th January 

LO: write a diary entry 

Today, we will write the diary entry that you planned yesterday. Please email me a copy of your 

diary entry writing when you finish. 

I will mark it against these things: 

   

 Me My teacher 

written in the first person (use I)   

uses past tense for the main events    

includes an introduction   

tells events in chronological order   

uses paragraphs   

includes personal emotions and feelings   

uses adverbials to start sentences   

includes questions   

   

Also check   

Does it make sense?   

Does it have capital letters and full stops?   

Have you used other punctuation as well , ! ?    

Is your handwriting neat?   

 

Friday 15th January 

Today, we are focusing on plurals in spelling. You can do the Oak Academy online 

lesson: https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-practise-and-

apply-knowledge-of-suffixes-plural-including-a-test-

6gt3jc?activity=video&step=1 

and/or the worksheets attached. There is a test on the words that the Oak 

Academy set in their Lesson on Monday (in Reading/SPAG) There is a challenge 

1 and a challenge 2 sheet on the next pages 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-practise-and-apply-knowledge-of-suffixes-plural-including-a-test-6gt3jc?activity=video&step=1
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-practise-and-apply-knowledge-of-suffixes-plural-including-a-test-6gt3jc?activity=video&step=1
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-practise-and-apply-knowledge-of-suffixes-plural-including-a-test-6gt3jc?activity=video&step=1
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Challenge 1 
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Challenge 2 

 

 

Write the corrections for the words which are spelt incorrectly. 
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Challenge 1 answers 

 

Challenge 2 answers 

 

 

 human   wings   lives 


